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!  PANELS !  
elegates wishing to submit papers for consideration in open-call panels should send a copy of 
their proposal to both the conference convenors (BARS2015@cardiff.ac.uk) and the panel 
convenor, whose email details are appended at the bottom of each panel rationale. Any 

queries about the panel should be forwarded, in the first instance, to the panel’s convenor. The 
deadline for submissions to open-call panels is 15 February 2015. Proposers of papers will be informed of 
the final decision by early April 2015. This document was last updated on 21 January 2015. 
 

!  OPEN-CALL PANELS ! 

The Imprint of Religion in Natural Philosophy 

Stephen Bygrave (University of Southampton) 

This conference focuses ‘on the ways in which the culture of the period was conscious of itself as 
functioning within and through, or as opposed to, the medium of print’ - in which, that is, print is not 
only the medium for exchange of knowledge but also the standard by which it is judged. The resultant 
slippage may not be a bad means of describing Romantic aesthetics in general, but in particular it 
provides a way of examining conflicts between faith and demonstration, the spirit and the letter To the 
philosophes in the Paris salons of 1774 in one exemplary figure, Joseph Priestley, ‘was the only person 
they had ever met with, of whose understanding they had any opinion, who professed to believe 
Christianity’. Priestley’s language, outwardly directed at collaborative rational inquiry, is inwardly 
fissured by the incompatibility of faith with the kinds of proof that his experimental work demanded. 
On the one hand, a countervailing language carries an ultimate authority (a kind of meta-language 
articulated in a realm privileged by its certainty); on the other hand, the language he derives from 
natural philosophy, is more and more materialist. For Priestley theological and philosophical kinds of 
interpretation are distinct but related; for others (Davy, Joseph Banks, the philosophes) the relation may 
be less self-evident The imprint of theology on kinds of explanation based on experiment, however, 
may be underrated as much by historians of science as by literary scholars and this panel invites 
proposals from both groups (and from others) on the conflict between faith and experimental methods.  

— sjb6@soton.ac.uk 

D 
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Scottish Romanticism in Print and Manuscript 

Daniel Cook (University of Dundee); sponsored by the Centre for Scottish Culture, Dundee 

This panel considers Scotland’s place within the print culture of the long eighteenth century. Possible 
topics include: the technologies and circulation of print; book history and textual scholarship; review 
journals and journalism; copyright, forgery, and plagiarism; material culture and collectibles; adaptation 
and remediation; visual representations (including art and illustration); and legacies and literary 
afterlives, among other things. Following the lead of Murray Pittock and others, contributors might 
extend their reach to include not only canonical Romantics such as James Macpherson, Robert Burns 
and Walter Scott, and Gothic authors like James Hogg, but earlier writers such as Allan Ramsay, 
figures whose star is on the rise, including Thomas Campbell, or lesser known writers of the period 
more generally. Contributors might discuss specific forms and genres, including the plays of Joanna 
Baillie or the rural fiction of John Galt, or those on the periphery of Scottish identity like Byron. 
Papers might consider the influence of Scottish writing on major figures of the Romantic period within 
the British Isles or beyond. Contributors might also consider the role of Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Aberdeen and other publishing centres in the production, promotion, and reception of major editions. 

— d.p.cook@dundee.ac.uk 
 

Romantic Imprints: Music, Performance, and Print 

Oscar Cox Jensen & James Grande (King’s College London) 

This session aims to open up a significant, but critically neglected, set of connections between music 
and Romantic print culture. With a few notable exceptions, including Gillen D’Arcy Wood’s 
Romanticism and Music Culture in Britain (2010), music has been a signal omission from the richly 
historicised and critically sophisticated body of scholarship on Romantic period print culture that has 
emerged in recent years. While the relationship between Romantic poetry and the ballad tradition is 
routinely acknowledged, there remains much work to be done on the musical aspects, performance 
context, and printed mediation of popular song. Within the sphere of periodical studies, there has been 
little attention paid to the many varieties of music and music drama that were widely written about in 
the newspapers and magazines of the day. 

The Romantic period saw the beginning of a specialist British music press, the popularisation of new 
musical styles and performance spaces, and an explosion of music in print, from sheet music to 
broadside ballads to novelistic descriptions of musical performance. This stood for more than 
entertainment: Romantic print culture and music met in many of the key issues of the day, mediating, 
articulating, and affecting everything from religious and political practices, to the domestic experience 
of war. The auralising of print was rightly perceived as a potent and problematic phenomenon by moral 
guardians and plebeian radical poets alike. We need, not merely to read, see, touch, and think about 
buying print, but to listen to it too. 

This session, organised by the European Research Council-funded project ‘Music in London, 1800–
1851’, aims to encourage a broad interdisciplinary approach to the relationship between music, 
performance, and print culture in the Romantic period. Proposals are invited on topics both within and 
beyond the metropolis.  

— oskar.cox_jensen@kcl.ac.uk; james.grande@kcl.ac.uk 
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The Imprint Of Romantic Illustration: Text, Image and Visual Culture 

Susan Matthews (University of Roehampton); sponsored by the Romantic Illustration Network 

This panel proposes that the Romantic period is critical for understanding the relationship between 
text and image in the modern age. A substantive boom in visual material – prints, illustrated books, 
advertising, popular broadsides, dramatizations of illustrated texts, and literary galleries—occurred 
around the turn of the nineteenth-century. Despite the excellent work of a number of scholars (Luisa 
Calè, Sophie Thomas, Brian Maidment, Sandro Jung), this aspect of Romantic visual culture remains 
relatively neglected. However, the activities of the Romantic Illustration Network prove that interest 
in this aspect of Romantic print is growing: we regularly get 30 to 40 attendees at our events, and we 
have a blog read in over 25 countries and counting, where members can communicate and share 
resources. 

For BARS 2015, therefore, we would like to invite papers on any aspect of Romantic illustration, to 
investigate the ways in which text and images work together in the period. The word ‘Illustration’ takes 
on its now familiar meaning of ‘An illustrative picture; a drawing, plate, engraving, cut, or the like, 
illustrating or embellishing a literary article, a book’ in 1817 in Westall’s Illustrations to Scott. This panel, 
sponsored by the Romantic Illustration Network, will offer a space to discuss Illustration before 
‘illustration’, asking in particular why the new concept of Illustration is born in the wake of Waterloo 
and the reopening of the British print market to Europe. We welcome papers on the ways in which the 
material conditions of production (the relationships between writer, illustrator, publisher, engraver, 
printer, plagiariser) affected the relationship between the textual and the visual in canonical texts and 
popular culture alike.  

We are looking for 20-minute papers focusing on any aspect of illustration in the Romantic period 
before or after 1817, including work on: 

! meanings in frontispieces and vignettes 
! the framing and labelling of illustrations 
! the economics of commissioning and production 
! readers’ responses to illustrated texts 
! readings of a single illustration or plate 

— Susan.Matthews@roehampton.ac.uk  
 

Radical Speech and the Culture of Print 

�Ian Newman (University of Notre Dame); sponsored by the John Thelwall Society 

John Thelwall’s legacy is peculiarly marked by tensions between orality and print. Thelwall’s reputation 
owes a great deal to the power of his oratorical performances, from his participation in debating 
societies, his radical speeches in the Beaufort Buildings and Copenhagen Fields, to his lecture tours and 
contributions to elocution and speech therapy. The scholar today, however, is reliant on his textual 
legacies: shorthand transcriptions of speeches, spy reports, eyewitness testimonies, and his printed 
works. Rather than attempting to establish a hierarchy between writing and speech, or to consider one 
a shadow or trace of the other, this panel, sponsored by the John Thelwall Society, seeks to understand 
the modalities of each, to explore the interaction of the singular unrepeatable moment of performance, 
and the reiterative impressing of print. But the panel also seeks to understand the intermediate stages 
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between speech and print—the hastily jotted note, the shorthand document, marginalia, the rough 
draft. How might these forms help us to understand the relationship between speech and print culture 
better? 

We invite papers that address any aspect of the interaction of orality and print in radical culture across 
the Romantic period. Topics might include (but are not limited to): 

! performing and printing of political song 
! conversation poems 
! representations of radical orality in print satires 
! the printing of political lectures 
! the printed voice of poetry 
! demagoguery in person and in print 
! physical, sociable gathering and the sociality of print 
! libel and sedition in print and speech 
! orality, handwriting, and print 

Papers need not deal specifically with John Thelwall, though they should attend to the cultures of print 
and orality in which he participated. Presenters need not be members of the John Thelwall Society.  

The John Thelwall Society has been founded to celebrate, study, collect the archive and encourage 
further exploration of the versatile voice and mind, arts and acts, of this remarkable romantic-era 
polymath. 

— inewman@nd.edu 
 

Two Hundred Years of Being in Uncertainties: The Legacies of Negative Capability 

Brian Rejack (Illinois State University) & Michael Theune (Illinois Wesleyan University) 

As we approach the two-hundred-year anniversary of Keats’s letter to his brothers in which he coined 
‘negative capability’, the concept continues to shape assessments of and responses to Keats’s work. It 
has also escaped the gravitational pull of Keats studies and surfaced in discussions ranging from such 
contradictory domains as contemporary poetics, John Dewey’s philosophical pragmatism, Wilfred 
Bion’s psychoanalytical theory, the marketing strategy of Eben Pagan, and the minimalist style of punk 
rockers, The Urinals, with their album, Negative Capability … Check It Out! Does this elasticity signal 
something valuable about the concept that apparently opens itself to virtually any application? Or 
perhaps its variability renders it a cipher into which any meaning can be injected? Has the term itself—
with its seductive allure that so entramelled Walter Jackson Bate, in his prioritizing of negative 
capability as the apotheosis of Keatsian poetics—ensured its durability among so many other traces of 
Keats’s language?  

Precisely because we assume that we know perfectly well how important negative capability was to 
Keats’s poetic project, and still is to his legacy, a reassessment is now needed. How do we now conceive 
of negative capability? What would we glean from a return to the letter itself, and its many intertextual 
exchanges, within and without the body of Keats’s work? How has negative capability been adapted to 
suit different purposes, even contradictory ones? Given that the letter’s trajectory placed it in America 
for decades before it ever made the journey into print, and given that negative capability has long 
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thrived in American soil, what happens when we account for the transplantation of the concept into 
different national landscapes? How might we make visible our typical overlooking of the letter’s textual 
history, in particular its transcription by John Jeffrey, which Robert Gittings calls ‘a travesty of what 
Keats wrote’? What precisely have been the afterlives of negative capability in its varied contexts, and 
how might we refine, reinvigorate, or perhaps even renounce completely the concept? In short, this 
panel hopes to account for what several things have, and have not as yet, dovetailed in our thinking on 
negative capability.  

— brejack@ilstu.edu;!mtheune@iwu.edu  
 

Digital Communications Roundtable 

Matt Sangster (University of Birmingham) 

New digital technologies have opened up a series of exciting new ways of examining Romantic-period 
texts and revealing Romantic networks while also providing scholars with a plethora of methods for 
presenting their research to a variety of audiences. This roundtable session is designed as a forum for 
discussing the potential of digital technologies for reconfiguring the ways that we think about 
Romanticism and transforming our scholarly approaches to representing the texts and culture of the 
period. We invite perspectives from scholars keen to discuss the opportunities and challenges of 
working with digital media both in conducting research and for presenting research findings to 
different groups and in different registers. Possible topics might include: the creation of databases; 
network analysis; blogging; metadata; digital curation; the issues surrounding open access; the uses of 
social media; experiences with new publication formats; putting together project websites; editing 
online journals; online reviewing; the difficulties and opportunities presented by different kinds of 
audiences; digital pedagogical innovations; and public engagement initiatives. 

Rather than being a session in which three formal 20-minute papers will be presented, this roundtable 
is envisioned as a forum for group discussion and the sharing of experiences. Therefore, we’d like to 
solicit proposals of 150 to 200 words for relatively informal talks of between five and seven minutes in 
length focusing on any of the issues mentioned above, with the expectation that discussions will 
develop from these provocations which will take in both the panel and the audience. 

— m.sangster@bham.ac.uk 

 

Digitizing Romanticism or Digital Romantics? Imprinting Digital Humanities within 
Romantic Studies 

Maximiliaan van Woudenberg (Sheridan Institute of Technology) 

The prospects of digital media for Romantic studies in the twenty-first century promise a shift from 
digital tools that primarily focus on textual analysis to the development of new media designed for the 
study of Romantic visual cultures. The ubiquitous use of smartphones and tablets by students and 
scholars presents an array of technologies for experiencing landscape and aesthetics within the field of 
vision of Romantic ideology, experience, and historicity. Emerging media models for Romantic 
scholarship include illustrations databases, digital curation environments and digital video, which allow 
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for the ‘Romantic’ user to digitally experience the Romantic landscape, illustrations, fine art, 
photographs, ceramics, textiles, maps, etc., through a confluence of text, visual and audio material.  

This panel invites papers on the exploration and investigation of Romantic scholarship and the Digital 
Humanities. One area of focus is the relationship between academic integrity and technical 
programming. How do digital frameworks and technical processes relate to Romantic scholarship and 
scholarly design? What strategies do digital Romantics employ to ensure that the medium does not 
become the message? What are the advantages and disadvantages of online, subscription, and digital 
editions? How do digital visual tools inform Romantic scholarship and teaching? Does being a twenty-
first-century Romantic scholar also mean being an expert programmer? This session welcomes papers 
from all perspectives and approaches in the hope of defining a taxonomy of the ‘Romantic’ in the 
digital age. 

— maximiliaan@linkemik.com 
 

Romantic Afterlives and Visual Cultures 

Maximiliaan van Woudenberg (Sheridan Institute of Technology) 

The afterlives of Romantic texts during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were often imprinted 
with art and illustrations. The Illustrated Byron, for example, included over 200 illustrations by numerous 
artists. The visual editions of Coleridge’s ‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’ are numerous, and these 
could sometimes overshadow the text itself, as is the case with the iconic engravings of Gustave Doré’s 
edition. More recently, illustrations imprinting Romantic texts have been digitally remediated in 
database collections and online editions. 

This panel invites papers on the exploration and investigation of the visual culture afterlives of 
Romantic texts. In particular, we invite proposals that discuss the relationship between the Romantic 
text and their visual cultural afterlives in regard to interpretation, reader-reception, popularity, 
(im)printing techniques, and production, to name but a few. How does the inclusion of art and 
illustrations imprint the reading of the Romantic text? To what extent are artistic styles and aesthetic 
techniques influential in creating, extending, or perhaps distorting, the afterlife of the Romantic text? 
How faithful are visual culture afterlives as imprints of Romantic culture and themes? For what 
purposes was Romantic print culture visualised by Victorian engravers and printers? And what can the 
digital afterlives inform us about Romantic visual culture in the twenty-first century? 

— maximiliaan@linkemik.com 
 

Print and its Others 

Nicola Watson (Open University) 

Over recent years there has been much attention paid to the effects of a dramatically expanded print 
culture in the romantic period. This panel aims to address these effects, but by looking at romantic 
writing that consciously pre-exists, escapes, or opposes the technologies and circulation of print. Papers 
might consider site-specific or object-specific writing (epitaph, inscription, graffiti, plaques, visitors’ 
books), or address the valuation of writing that pre-exists print (manuscript) or supplements it 
(marginalia), or thinks of itself as reorganising or personalising print (as in albums, or writer’s houses at 
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the time). Papers might also consider how such sorts of writing are represented within print in 
facsimile, illustration etc. or more generally at how acts of writing are represented within print. 

— nicola.watson@open.ac.uk 

 

!  THEMED PANELS ! 

Coleridge’s Afterlives 

Philip Aherne (King’s College London) 

Coleridge's afterlives and influence has received a considerable amount of scholarly attention in recent 
years. James Vigus and Jane Wright’s edited collection of essays Coleridge’s Afterlives (2008) displayed 
the diversity at the heart of the topic: Coleridge's ideas were considered in relation to De Quincey, 

Oscar Wilde, T.!S. Eliot, and even Hinduism. Graham Neville’s Coleridge and Liberal Religious Thought 
(2010) traces a theological tradition arising from Coleridgean thought, whilst Samantha Harvey’s 
Transatlantic Transcendentalism: Coleridge, Emerson and Nature (2013) and David Greenham's Emerson's 
Transatlantic Romanticism (2012) have considered the philosophical relationship between Coleridge and 
the founding figure of American Transcendentalism. A variety of journal articles and book chapters by 
John Beer, Seamus Perry, Philip C. Rule, Graham Hough, Stephen Prickett and Antony John Harding 
have explored similar issues arising from Coleridge’s intellectual legacy. 

Alongside these works, there has been a considerable rise in studies on the Coleridge family as a whole. 
The most notable publication in this area is Alan Vardy's 2010 book, Constructing Coleridge: The 
Posthumous Life of the Author (2010), which considered the attempts of Coleridge's family to rehabilitate 
his posthumous reputation via the publication of new editions of his work. Most recently, in Coleridge’s 
Father, J. C. C. Mays explored the influence on Coleridge of his father, whilst Molly Lefebure’s 
posthumous publication Private Lives of the Ancient Mariner (2013) sought to demonstrate how 
Coleridge’s family impacted upon his work, and how his work shaped the lives of his family. 
Meanwhile, several critics have begun the work of demonstrating how Coleridge’s descendants, both 
biological and intellectual, can be read as independent thinkers even whilst engaging in an on-going 
conversation with Coleridge’s thought. In this vein, Nicola Healey’s study Dorothy Wordsworth and 
Hartley Coleridge: The Poetics of Relationship (2012) and Peter Swaab’s publications on Sara Coleridge’s 
poetry and prose, alongside Jeffrey Barbeau’s recent biography Sara Coleridge: Her Life and Thought 
(2014) have proved that these writers should not be dismissed as being simply Coleridgean ephebes.  

In the light of these significant advances in scholarship, our three papers seek to explore the 
connections between Coleridge’s influence on Victorian thinkers and his impact upon his descendants’ 
creative outputs. Taken as a group, these papers will address the ways in which Coleridge can be said to 
have been imprinted in Victorian public and private spaces. Our papers interrogate the conference 
theme in three ways: one practises intellectual history, and evaluates the fate of some of Coleridge's 
most important positions; the second is concerned with poetic evaluations (often by members of 
Coleridge's extended family); the third examines how these methods are made manifest in the physical 
act of writing. This panel will provide a unique opportunity to compare these discursive modes, and will 
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ask how the intersection between them was fundamental to the Victorians’ continued engagement with 
Coleridge’s poetic and philosophical thought. 

! Philip Aherne (King’s College London), T. H. Green and the Coleridgean Vocation 
! Anna Mercer (University of York), ‘Such a strong echo in my mind and heart’: Sara Coleridge’s Poems 

to her Father 
! Jo Taylor (Keele University), ‘[F]or I’m no poet [...] And very well I know it’: Edith Coleridge’s 

Manuscript Verse 
 

Situating The Lady’s Magazine (1770–1818) in Romantic Print Culture 

Jennie Batchelor (University of Kent); chaired by Gillian Dow (Chawton House Library / University of 
Southampton) 

The following panel for BARS 2015 will be the first conference at which we would disseminate the 
initial research findings of a two-year Leverhulme-funded Research Project Grant entitled: ‘The Lady’s 
Magazine: Understanding the Emergence of a Genre’. The project, which commenced in September 
2014, offers a detailed bibliographical, statistical and literary-critical analysis of one of the first 
recognisably modern magazines for women from its inception in 1770. In its three-pronged book 
history/literary critical/digital humanities approach, this project will answer three research questions: 1) 
What made the Lady’s Magazine one of the most popular and enduring titles of its day?; 2) What effects 
might an understanding of the magazine’s content, production and circulation have upon own 
conceptions of Romantic-era print culture (a field still struggling fully to emerge from the shadows of 
canonical figures and genres)?; 3) What role did the Lady’s Magazine play in the long-term development 
of the women’s magazine? The three papers proposed by the project’s PI and two postdoctoral 
researchers speak directly to these questions and seek to shed light on the role and influence of this 
highly important but now unjustly overlooked title.  

! Jennie Batchelor (University of Kent), ‘[H]aving gained a footing in your inclosure’: The Culture of 
Community in The Lady’s Magazine 

! Jenny DiPlacidi (University of Kent), From ‘The Cruel Husband’ to ‘The Force of Jealousy’: Gothic 
Fiction in The Lady’s Magazine 

! Koenraad Claes (University of Kent), ‘So particularly involved’: A Prosopographical Sketch of a 
Controversy in The Lady’s Magazine 

  

Romantic Travel Networks 

Bill Bell (Cardiff University) 

[Rationale to follow.] 

! Benjamin Colbert (University of Wolverhampton), British Women’s Travel Writing, 1780–1840: 
Communities of Authorship 

! Barbara Schaff (Göttingen University), On Not Wandering Lonely: Emilie von Berlepsch and 
Dorothy Wordsworth in Scotland 

! Bill Bell (Cardiff University), John Murray’s Strategic Networks  
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Blake’s Books 

Luisa Calè (Birkbeck, University of London) & Mark Crosby (Kansas State University) 

This panel explores a range of Blake’s book practices that illuminate the tensions, intersections, and 
complementarities between print and manuscript, letterpress and illustration, visual and verbal formats 
and modes of composition. From relief-etched illuminated books to intaglio book illustrations, 
manuscript poetry and illuminated manuscripts, Blake’s books complicate our understanding of 
Romantic print culture. Perhaps more than any other Romantic-period author, Blake was acutely aware 
of the various mechanisms driving the print culture of his day and was thus conscious of how to exploit 
them in his production of multimodal works. The three papers address the composite art of the 
illuminated books, how pages can wander from one book form to another, how visual partitions 
associated with the printed book (vignettes, head and tail pieces, and full page illustrations) are 
recreated in the medium of the illuminated book and the illuminated manuscript, and are decomposed 
to make up the Books of Designs. Of specific interest to this panel are Blake’s attempts to subvert 
print culture in the distribution of his illuminated books, repurposing of printed proofs and the 
creation of an illuminated manuscript of Genesis.  

! Morton Paley (University of California, Berkeley), George Romney and Ozias Humphry as 
Collectors of William Blake’s Illuminated Printing 

! Luisa Calè (Birkbeck, University of London), The Disordered Book: Night Thoughts Proofs in 
Blake’s Vala Manuscript 

! Mark Crosby (Kansas State University), William Blake’s Final Imprint: The Genesis Manuscript 
 

Robert Burns in the Twenty-First Century: Texts 

Gerard Carruthers (University of Glasgow) 

In this panel, necessary new approaches to the oeuvre of Robert Burns are considered. In the past, an 
obsession with Burns’s biography (extending sometimes to an over-determined Romantic idea of his 
solo authorship) has led, inter alia, to a tendency towards publishing one-sided versions of his 
correspondence, or emphasising his authorship rather than his collecting and editing of song. More 
than most, Burns has also been subject to a multi-layered and fractious reception from his lifetime 
onwards that has been as much about larger cultural battles, in Scotland and beyond, as about the 
writer himself.  Editing Robert Burns for the twenty first century (all of the panellists are members of 
the editorial team of the new Oxford University Press Edition of the Works of Robert Burns) means 
pursuing robust modern textual editing practices in relation to a writer whose presentation and 
significance continue to be hotly contested.    

! Rhona Brown (University of Glasgow), ‘Native Fire’ and ‘Wild Graces’: Responses to Robert Burns in 
the Scottish Periodical Press, 1786–96 

! Pauline Mackay (University of Glasgow), Editing Robert Burns’s Correspondence for the Twenty-
First Century 

! Murray Pittock (University of Glasgow), Textual Editing without a Text: The Challenge of The 
Scots Musical Museum 
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From Footprints to Imprints: Curious Travellers in Wales and Scotland 

Mary-Anne Constantine (CAWCS, University of Wales); chaired by Harriet Guest (Universit of York) 

A panel exploring the busy, print-saturated world of the domestic tour in Romantic-era Wales and 
Scotland, with a particular focus on the layered, mediated and multivocal nature of the genre. 
Examining landscapes viewed through an Ossianic lens, the choreographies of Thomas Johnes’s 
planned walks around Hafod and the ‘mosaic’ writings of women travellers, this panel will present some 
early findings from the AHRC-funded project, ‘Curious Travellers: Thomas Pennant and the Welsh 
and Scottish Tour 1760–1815’. 

! Nigel Leask (University of Glasgow), ‘Your rising tear at the misery of a once-beloved country’: 
Ossian and Thomas Pennant’s Tours in Scotland, 1769 and 1772 

! Mary-Ann Constantine (CAWCS, University of Wales), ‘Somewhat of a mercenary showman’: 
Thomas Johnes and the Spectacle of Hafod 

! Elizabeth Edwards (CAWCS, University of Wales), ‘Mosaic work’: Wales in Women’s Travel 
Writing, 1790–1820   
 

Reading Romantic Manuscripts 

Jeff Cowton (The Wordsworth Trust) 

[Rationale to follow.] 

! Ruth Abbott (University of Cambridge) 
! Nick Mason (Brigham Young University) 
! Beatrice Turner (Newcastle University) 

 

Imprinting Anglo-Italian Relations in The Liberal, I & II 

Lilla-Maria Crisafulli (University of Bologna); sponsored by Inter-Universitary Centre for Romantic Studies, 
Bologna 

When the first issue of The Liberal was published on 10 October 1822, the periodical was largely 
dismissed in the British press: ‘the main cause of the failure was the antipathy formed and fostered 
against it before it appeared’ (John Galt, 1830). The publication was mainly considered primarily a 
political project, especially because the contributors to the journal (Hunt, P. B, Shelley, Byron, Hazlitt 
and Mary Shelley), were all well-known and controversial figures in contemporary England, members of 
the so-called Pisan circle, a community of liberal writers who aspired to cultural and social reform. 

Even though The Liberal was addressed to an English public, it was entirely conceived in Italy, which 
had become a symbolic as well as a geographical space, and played a crucial role in the definition of the 
journal’s aims and themes. This panel intends to investigate the problematic conception of such a 
periodical, its short and difficult life, its relationship to Italian culture, and its reception by its British 
readership. The panel will also offer an analysis of some of the main contributions to the journal, and 
the reaction to Italian culture and art in relation to English politics of the time. 

The controversial nineteenth-century reception of the periodical, will be also taken as the starting 
point for a broader discussion on the romantic understanding of liberalism. 
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! Gioia Angeletti (University of Parma) 
! Serena Baiesi (University of Bologna) 
! Lilla Maria Crisafulli (University of Bologna) 
! Franco Delarossa (University of Bari) 
! Carlotta Farese (University of Bologna) 
! Fabio Liberto (University of Bologna) 

 

Britain and Spain: Intertextual Imprints, 1808–1823 

Ian Haywood (University of Roehampton) 

The aim of this six-speaker panel is to re-examine the impact of the Peninsular War (1808–14) on 
British culture and politics in the later Romantic period. Napoleon’s invasion of Spain in 1808 
precipitated three decades of unprecedented change in which Spain broke with its conservative past 
and experimented with both imposed and home-grown varieties of political, social and cultural liberty. 
The ‘guerrilla’ resistance to Napoleon and the liberal opposition to Bourbon absolutism inspired 
observers throughout Britain and the Spanish colonies; indeed, it was seen as ironic that Spanish 
American liberation movements began at the same time as Spain suffered the restoration of the 
Bourbon monarchy in 1814, while the liberal revolution of 1820–23 was terminated by a second French 
invasion. The sum total of these events was a significant discursive response that helped locate Spanish 
politics and culture within British literature. This panel aims to identify how these intriguing 
developments helped shape Romantic studies, uncovering a bi-cultural ‘imprint’ that provides new 
contexts for the familiar stereotypes of ‘Gothic’ Spain.  
 

Session I: Spain, War and Peace: Recovering Texts and Narratives 

! Alicia Laspra (University of Oviedo), Removing the Gothic Imprint: Wordsworth’s Anger in ‘A few 
bold patriots, relics of the fight’, c. 1808 

! Sara Medina Calzada (University of Valladolid), ‘Oh! Land of heroes’: Legendary Spain in Don 
Juan; or the Battle of Tolosa (1816) 

! Susan Valladares (University of Oxford), The Peninsular War: A New Imprint for the History of the 
Novel? 

 

Session II: Spain after Napoleon: freedom, revolution, tyranny 

! Agustin Coletes Blanco (University of Oviedo), Byron’s Spanish Imprint(s): From Childe Harold’s 
Pilgrimage (1812) to The Age of Bronze (1823) 

! Diego Saglia (University of Parma), Imprinting Cosmopolitan Liberalism: Spain, Italy and Greece in 
Felicia Hemans’s The Siege of Valencia … with Other Poems (1823) 

! Ian Haywood (University of Roehampton), Radical Spain: The Imprint of Post-War Peninsular 
Politics on Radical Print Culture and Caricature 
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Romantic Metaphor in Print, Drawing, Painting and Literature: C. D. Friedrich’s Ties to 
Mary Shelley, Anne Brontë and Kobayashi Kiyochika 

Kazuko Hisamori (Ferris University, Kanagawa) 

The German Romantic painter C. D. Friedrich (1774–1840) is not strictly speaking a contemporary of 
Mary Shelley (1797–1851), or Anne Brontё (1820–49), or of a Japanese ukiyo-e (woodblock print) artist 
Kobayashi Kiyochika (1847–1915). Friedrich is not of their nationalities, nor is there any evidence that 
he directly influenced them. But the modern print culture suggests that there are Romantic ties 
between Friedrich’s paintings and their works. 

A variety of modern editions of Shelley’s Frankenstein, for example, use Friedrich’s paintings for their 
cover illustrations. The Art of the Brontës, edited by Christine Alexander and Jane Sellars, on the other 
hand, prints Ann Brontё’s drawing, ‘Woman Gazing at a Sunrise over a Seascape’, that closely 
resembles Friedrich’s ‘Woman before the Rising Sun’. Furthermore Kiyochika, one of the illustrators 
for the first Japanese translation of Frankenstein, shares with Friedrich an interest in eerie and 
supernatural landscapes.  

What does this signify? What does it tell of Friedrich’s paintings, or of the works of the three? In our 
panel, we will attempt to answer these questions and demonstrate how Romantic themes may tie these 
diverse genres and artists together. Our close investigation into the visual imprints of Friedrich in the 
works of Shelley, Brontë, and of Kiyochika will, we hope, help grasp the essential and common 
elements of these creative artists, and how Friedrich’s romantic themes are linked to several visual and 
literary genres. 

! Kazuko Hisamori (Ferris University, Kanagawa) 
! Michiko Soya (Kobe Kaisei [Stella Maris] College in Hyogo) 
! Tomoko Nakagawa (University of the Sacred Heart, Tokyo) 

 

Editing Peacock 

Freya Johnston (University of Oxford) 

[Rationale to follow.] 

! Freya Johnston (University of Oxford) 
! Fiona Robertson (St Mary’s University, Twickenham) 
! Damian Walford Davies (Cardiff University) 

 

Exploring and Expanding the Archive of Laboring-Class Print Culture  

Bridget Keegan (Creighton University) 

Nearly thirty years ago, as he developed his research on Stephen Duck and Mary Collier, John 
Goodridge began keeping a handlist of other labouring-class poets whose work might be considered to 
have been influenced by Duck. In 1995, Goodridge gathered a team of fellow scholars, to begin work on 
the six-volume Pickering & Chatto editions. At that time, we believed we had records of about 500 
labouring-class poets. Today, in 2014, we have an electronic bio-bibliographical database and exhibit of 
nearly 2000 labouring-class poets who published in the United Kingdom, Ireland and the British 
colonies during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  
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On the occasion of Professor Goodridge’s retirement from full time teaching, panelists will reflect on 
three decades of recovering and republishing the work of what is quite clearly a robust tradition within 
British print culture, and looking forward, will discuss how developments such as digitization and the 
emergence of the field of digital humanities are shaping the work that Goodridge began. Professor 
Goodridge will first provide an historical overview of the labouring-class poetry project. Dr. Van Hagen 
will address the work of recovery and traditional republication of specific labouring-class poets, 
primarily James Woodhouse. Katie Osborn will present on the challenges of developing open access 
digital resources related to the labouring-class poetry project. And Charlotte Spires and Roz Parr will 
focus on developing digital editions of labouring-class poets, through their work on sailor and 
abolitionist, Edward Rushton, within the context of transatlantic labouring-class culture. 

! John Goodridge (Nottingham Trent University) 
! Steve Van Hagen (Edge Hill University) 
! Simon Kövesi (Oxford Brookes University) 
! Roz Parr and Charlotte Spires (Creighton University) 

 

The Romantic Trace 

Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield) 

Tracing the remnants of the Romantic Period involves the recreation and the reclamation of the 
physical: the text, its contents, its discontents. This panel draws together three scholars whose 
approaches combine literary history, textual retrieval, archival detective work, and purest speculation. 
By lifting from texts the outlines of ideas, Gamer, Labbe and Lynch extend the ‘imprint’ to what might 
be called its offprints: impressions left in handwritten form, detritus, replacements, and overwrites. 
Under the common thread of the Trace, Gamer proposes a novel way to read readers’ readings of 
Smith; Labbe wonders about the impact made on readers when authors are imaged visually and 
textually; Lynch uncovers an unexpected return to manuscript in an age of mechanical reproduction. 
The Romantic Trace thus offers an approach to Romantic Imprints that combines book history, 
history of ideas, object/thing history, and literary analysis. 

! Michael Gamer (University of Pennsylvania), Intimacy by Subscription: Elegiac Sonnets 
! Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield), Strange Defeatures: The Romantic Visage 
! Deidre Shauna Lynch (Harvard University), Autographic Inclinations: How to Hold Hands in Print 

Culture  
 

Publishing Romanticism 

Tom Mole (University of Edinburgh) & David Duff (University of Aberdeen) 

[Rationale to follow.] 

! Tom Mole (University of Edinburgh) 
! David Duff (University of Aberdeen) 
! John Strachan (Bath Spa University) 

 

!
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Disruptive Romantic History and Technologies of Mediation 

Ian Newman (University of Notre Dame) 

Lisa Gitelman writes that ‘Our sense of history—of facticity in relation to the past—is inextricable 
from our experience of inscription.’ For Romanticists in the last thirty years or so, the issue of the 
‘sense of history’ has been a crucial one (the most obvious instance of which is Alan Liu’s masterful 
book, Wordsworth: The Sense of History). In more recent years, there has been an increasing attentiveness 
by Romanticists to the other component Gitelman mentions: modes of inscription and the forms of 
mediation through which they come into being.  

Romanticists working with the related disciplinary and methodological lenses of textual studies, book 
history, visual culture, and media studies, have sharpened our focus on the ways in which Romantic-era 
writers used, understood, and transformed their technologies of mediation. The papers for this panel 
continue and extend that intellectual priority by arguing for the necessity of linking non-linear, 
disruptive, and revolutionary forms of history with the processes of mediation that emerge from and 
affect those historical positionings.  

We suggest that the imprints of Romanticism originate in and persist through strange temporal and 
medial forms, ones that are not self-evident, but rather require the imaginative activities of recovering 
and reinscribing. Our aim is to demonstrate Romantic instances of disruptive history occurring in 
relation to medial resistance, as well as to inaugurate a similar disruptive history of our own.  

! Ian Newman (University of Notre Dame), Consuming Sedition in the 1790s 
! Brian Rejack (Illinois State University), Keats’s Joy in the Time of Photography 
! Kate Singer (Mount Holyoke College), Textual Insurgency and the Disruptive Technology of Felicia 

Hemans’s Paratexts 
 

Rethinking William Godwin’s ‘Doubtful Immortality’: History, Family, Nation 

Eliza O’Brien (Newcastle University) 

William Godwin thought through print culture. The Romantic period’s circulation of ideas in reading, 
conversation and print was crucial for his philosophical and literary development, while his progression 
as a radical political philosopher, novelist, educational theorist, children’s author and publisher, 
biographer, and historian reflects back some of the period’s most pressing cultural and political 
concerns. Recent scholarship such as William Godwin and the Theatre (O’Shaughnessy, 2010), Godwinian 
Moments: From the Enlightenment to Romanticism (ed. by Maniquis and Myers, 2011), and the ongoing 
publication of the six-volume The Letters of William Godwin (Clemit et al., 2010– ), reveal the ‘doubtful 
immortality’ of Godwin’s mind and works, which Hazlitt perceived in 1824, to be in a state of 
considerable vitality. No longer known simply as the author of Political Justice or Caleb Williams, 
Godwin’s status as a literary, historical and social theorist is on the rise. His ideas and influence can be 
detected in an increasing number of ways in his period and beyond, and now demand attention. 

Both Godwin’s legacy and his writings on history, family and nation position him as a writer interested 
in how the past imprints and imposes itself upon society and the individual, the mind and the page. 
This panel will consider both the ways in which Godwin’s writing denotes a conscious engagement with 
ideas of intellectual legacy, historical narrative and literary imprint, and how his intellectual and 
personal legacies were interpreted by those who inherited them. We will explore Godwin’s ‘afterlives’ 
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in the widest sense, attending not only to his immediate cultural and literary legacies, but to his own 
work on memorialisation, biography and history. Reading attentively across some of his lesser-known 
works, and lesser-known legatees, we will establish Godwin as a figure at the nexus of significant 
overlapping debates about the construction of individual, social, and national identity in Romantic-era 
Britain and Europe. 

! Eliza O’Brien (Newcastle University) 

! Helen Stark (University of Edinburgh) 
! Beatrice Turner (Newcastle University) 

 

The Imprint of Time, the Temporality of Print 

Emily Rohrbach (Northwestern University) 

Whereas Romantic temporality has most often been conceived in terms of the present’s relation to the 
past—that is, Romanticism as ruins, memory, or mourning—this panel addresses the Romantic 
emphasis, instead, on the present and the future. Focusing on the ephemerality of the present 
(Tristram’s Wolff’s paper on the commonness of talk in Hazlitt and Lamb) and the anticipation of the 
future (Lily Gurton-Wachter’s paper on Austen’s temporality of fear and alarm and Emily Rohrbach’s 
on Keats’ poetics of surprise compared to Shelley’s poetic prophecy), the panel will consider these 
under-examined aspects of Romantic temporality, which are united by a shared sense of disruption to 
the linear conception of time—whether in the form of self-interruption, alarm, or radical surprise. 

! Lily Gurton-Wachter (University of Missouri), Austen's Quick Alarm 
! Emily Rohrbach (Northwestern University), Imprinting Futurity: From the ‘plant within the seed’ to 

‘some untrodden region of the mind’ 
! Tristram Wolff (Northwestern University), Real Talk in Print: Ephemeral Style in Lamb & Hazlitt 

 

‘Those Ever Multiplying Authors’: The Minerva Press and the Romantic Print 
Marketplace 

Yael Shapira (Bar-Ilan University); chaired by Jennie Batchelor (University of Kent) 

We are a group of scholars who share an interest in the Minerva Press and its novels. Hannah Doherty 
Hudson and Elizabeth Neiman have both been working with Minerva novels for some time—each has 
completed a dissertation on the subject and is currently working on a book project. Yael Shapira more 
recently became interested in the Minerva novelists for a new project about women’s popular Gothic 
fiction.  

In exploring Minerva’s impact on the market for novels in the Romantic period, Neiman pairs 
traditional literary scholarship with quantitative research on publishing records. Hudson examines the 
relationship between Minerva’s many novels and the reviews that sought—and eventually, failed—to 
provide coverage of them. Shapira considers how the idea of a ‘formula’ has caused Minerva’s many 
female Gothic novelists to be left out of accounts of the so-called ‘female Gothic.’ 

These projects raise new questions about Minerva novels and their relationship to larger print culture 
and provide new frameworks to evaluate imitative texts. At bottom, our panel suggests that Minerva 
novels are interesting precisely because they are imitative. While we suggest that formulaic themes 
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provide opportunities for innovation, each of us also questions how ‘imitative’ should be defined and 
understood. 

! Elizabeth Neiman (University of Maine), The Debut Novelist and Minerva in the 1800s 
! Hannah Doherty Hudson (University of Texas at San Antonio), The Minerva Press and Reviews 

at the Breaking Point 
! Yael Shapira (Bar-Ilan University), The Minerva Effect: Rethinking ‘Female Gothic’ from the 

Margins  
 

Scottish Romanticism in Context 

Sarah Sharp (University of Edinburgh) 

These three papers seek to place canonical Scottish Romanticists within the context of existing print 
cultures. Specifically, we will interrogate key texts within the broader social movements of the 
evangelical death tract, antiquarian illustrative anthologies, and narratives of mental illness. By 
dissolving these works back into the matrix of often non-literary texts within which they were 
conceived and written we hope to explore the imaginative worlds available to Scottish Romanticists. 

! Lucy Linforth (University of Edinburgh), Image of a Nation: Walter Scott’s Antiquarian Image of 
Scotland 

! Sarah Sharp (University of Edinburgh), Adapting the Good Death: Lights and Shadows of 
Scottish Life, the Pious Peasant and the Evangelical Death Tract 

! Brian Wall (University of Edinburgh), Two ‘Singular and Romantic’ Letters: James Hogg’s Two 
‘Strange Letter[s] of a Lunatic’ 

 


